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Da rt-e-Art (Drawing Competition)

Spring

Respective Classes

02.02.20L8

40 minutes
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OBJECTIVES:

To encourage students to participate in activities and develop a competitive spirit.

Making and responding to artworks, drawing on the world as a source of ideas.

Tc give them an opportunity to come up with creative ideas.

To motivate them to indulge in extracurricular activities'

DESCRIPTION:

LIFE is ART, LIVE yours in COLOR

Art improves your creativity sKilis. vVnetnei'ri is ccoking, poir,'.,r:g. or nir-.:si'-,'.nJe Co art as if it is

our own. It glves you the opportunity to showcase your talent. By showing our talent, we show

that there is something special about us. Keeping in mind the importance of Art in our lives, the

school hasgiven our great learners a platform to show their creativity and imagination. Learners

were given the topic- Spring, the most pleasant season in India. Students painted different

sceneries on Spring, They used different tools to be innovative and colorful. Dlfferent textures

and colors were used to make their paintings look beautiful. The best three paintings were

awarded with certificate of merit.

Students enjoyed the activity to the fullest and it helped in enhancing creative skills.
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